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once you add a lot of header files and source files to your project you can start writing the program. the first
thing is to add the spi.h header file as it will allow you to control the spi peripheral. also you will need to add
the crc0.h header as it contains an mc14230 crc calculator. the next thing to do is to add the implementation

of the header files in your project. open the implementation of the spi.h header file. you will notice the
include statement of the spi header. the implementation is in the spi_spi.c file. add all the statements to the
file. next is to add the printf statement. printf is a quite powerful way of displaying the messages. the printf
statement requires 2 arguments. the first argument is the text and the second argument is the address at

which to display the message. now add the printf statement to your program. now if you want to add a delay
of 5ms then you have to add the delay statement. the delay statement is defined in the time.h header file.

open the file time.h header and you will see the function declaration of the delay function. it is declared as a
macro function. you will notice the use of the ampersand (&). the return value of the delay function is 0. this
means that the delay specified in the statement will not halt the program flow. even if you add a delay in the
program the program will continue to run. the gui tools allow for quick debugging of user code and provide

tools to aid in the process. here is an example of instant application of custom code to test, debug, and
profile. with such a large library of well-tested code, it is impossible to develop new code without having it
thoroughly vetted. the debugger allows you to step through your code line by line, letting you find and fix

problems fast. the terminal allows you to run mplab code from the perspective of an mplab debugger session.
this is extremely helpful when hardware issues occur while debugging.
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the following two classes in
the stm32cubeide are meant
to interact with mikroc pro for
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pic. firstly, there is the
stmcubeice class which is an
easily customizable platform
independent controller chip
emulation framework, which
is used by the new built-in

stmcube ice computer board
ide. it is based on the

stm32cubeide plug-in format.
secondly, there is the

stmcubeice.pro class which is
a plug-in in the stmcubeice

computer board ide that
implements the previous

class, and adds support for
the following mikroc pro

features: step over, step into,
step out, run to cursor, run,

run to memory, continue
program execution, memory

watch, debugging,
breakpoints, hardware
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debugee, watch memory,
registers, etc. 1. select the
device category and device

selection page of project
manager and add the pic

registers for the used device.
that is in the _hardware

folder, create a sub folder
named _hardware/mcp_**,
put all the following mcp

registers (0-5) into this folder
and add the following device

selection to hardware
category and device selection
as shown in the figure below.

now you can see mcp -
microchip pic device on the

hardware selection window. 2.
generate the project code

with the selected
configuration. it is

recommended to generate
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code in release mode so that
it will use the internal

optimizer at compile time.
typically, a project will

generate a xc32.lib and
xc16.lib library file containing
a lot of ready-made system
functions. 3. just like in the
mikroc pro for pic, you need
to link all the necessary dlls

to the project. first of all,
include the following files for

the function i2c
startcom(void), i2c
stopcom(void), uart

send(u32), uart receive(u32),
uart_ctl(u32), uart_frm(u32),
uart_int(u32), uart_rx(u32),
uart_tx(u32), i2c_stat(u32),

i2c_msk(u32),
i2c_slvaddr(u32),
i2c_slveaddr(u32),
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i2c_reset(void),
jtag_swd_port(u32) and the

function user_creddude(void)
in your project. 5ec8ef588b
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